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MINERALOGICAL
STUDIES OF KAOLINITEHALLOYSITE CLAYS:
PROBLEMSI
PART I. IDENTIFICATION
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SrNtos,2 Department oJ Ceramic Technology,The Pennsylttania
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ABsrRAcr
X-ray difiraction and morphological characteristics of kaolinite, halloysite and intermediate forms are reviewed. Four recognizably difierent r-ray difiraction patterns (labellecl
types A, B, C, D) are recorded for essentiaily monomineralic materials and these correspond to increasing amounts of layer stacking disorder. A sequence of morphological forms
also exists extending from platy, through lathlike and curved forms, to fully rolled ancl
tubular forms. X-ray patterns of types A and B arise generally from platy forms (i.e.,
kaolinites) and patterns of types C and D from curled and variously rolled forms (i.e., halloysites). However, the latter correspondence may not hold in all cases since platy crystals
(kaolinites) may conceivably exist with highly disordered stacking sequence giving rise to
r-ray pattems of types C and D. Preferential orientation of platy crystals gives enhancement of basal r-ray reflections and provides a useful distinguishing characteristic between
kaolinites and halloysites. Electron microscope data provide direct evidence on the morphology of a clay material provided the sampling procedure gives a true picture of clay
content. Problems are discussed which arise in the identification of kaolin minerals in mixtures of kaolinite and halloysite by r-ray diffraction and by electron microscope techniques.

INrnooucrroN
Among minerals described as kaolinite and halloysite, varieties exist
differing in particle morphology and in degreeof structural order. Those
exhibiting extreme characteristics can usually be classified unambiguously, more particularly when they occur in monomineralic samples.
Varieties with intermediate characteristics are more difficult to classify,
and when they occur in mixtures the results are likely to be ambiguous'
The presentstudy was completewhen a paper by Beutelspacherand van
der Marel (1961) came to hand dealing with the same problems' Their
survey is broader than the present one in that they consider'besideslray diffraction and electron microscope data, also infra-red and differential thermal analysis data, and they describe results for a variety of
clay materials containing many different impurities. The present study is
concernedwith c-ray diffraction and electron microscopedata for kaolin
clays which are mainly monomineralic. The diffraction data tend to fall
into four categories which are not sharply defined but grade into each
1 Contribution No. 61-59 from the College of Mineral Industries, The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, Pa.
2 On leave of absence from Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnologicas and Escola Politecnica,
University of Sdo Paulo, Brazil.
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other. There is some correspondencebetween diffraction and morphological data, but it is neither exact nor invariable.The ambiguitieswhich
arise when mixtures of kaolin minerals are involved are illustrated.
The two studiesin many respectsare complementaryto eachother. In
view of the wide literature coverageprovided by Beutelspacherand van
der Marel, 170 referencesin all, it is unnecessaryto repeat their detailed
survey of other work. The presentpaper will be oriented towards giving
the ideas which have developedfrom the writers'own studieswithout an
exhaustive discussionof every related item which can be found in the
Iiterature.
l{omencloture."Kaolin mineral" is usedas a generalgroup term covering
kaolinite, halloysite and intermediate forms. "Kaolin clay" signifiesa
clay in which these minerals predominate.The specificminerals,dickite
and nacrite, also are coveredby theseterms but do not arisein the present paper. Halloysite is used for a mineral with composition approximately AlzOa'2SiOr' zHzOI the correspondingmineral with approximately
4HrO is not consideredin this paper.
SrnucrunB euo l{onpnor,ocy

or Keorr}rrrE AND H,qnovsrrs

In its most nearly ideal form, kaolinite consistsof platy particles in
which the structural layers have a high degreeof stacking regularity and
the r-ray powder pattern consistsof many clearly defined reflections (Fig.
iA). The particies have the form of flat piates, commonly exhibiting
anglesoI 120",and frequently approachan hexagonalform (Fig. 2A).
In its most characteristicform, halloysiteconsistsof rounded lath-like,
tubular or rolled particles,with considerablevariations in width (diameter) and length, but the ratio length/width liesin the range3-6 for many
samples(Bates and Comer, 1959).The structural layers scatter r-rays in
a manner largely incoherentfrom layer to layer (Brindley and Robinson,
1948).This incoherence,together with the curvature of the layers gives
rise to bands of scatteringin regionswhere kaolinite gives groups of reflections (Fig. 1D). An electron micrograph of the material giving the
pattern of Fig. 1D is shown in Fig. 2D.
Other diffraction characteristicswhich distinguishtheseextremetypes
arisefrom their morphologicaldifferences.The platy particlesof kaoiinite
are veryreadily orientedon the basal (001) planesand the corresponding
reflections,chiefly 001 and 002, are enhancedwith respect to other reflections.The tubular form of halloysiteprecludesthis kind of orientation,
and the basalreflectionsare relativeiy lessintense,and the peakstend to
be lower than the maximum of the 02,11 diffraction band. Figures 1A
and 1D were obtained by a technique (seelater) giving relatively little
preferred orientation, but any method of sample preparation which pur-
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Fig. 1. X-ray powder difiraction patterns of monomineralic kaolin minerais. (A) wellordered, well-formed platy material, enhanced basal reflections (kaolinite). (B) Platy
material with b-axis disordered sequence, enhanced basal reflections (disordered kaolinite) '
(C) Layer sequence partially disordered with respect to both o- and 6-axes, little enhancement of basal reflections, rolled forms (halloysite). (D) Highly disordered layer sequence'
no enhancement of basal reflections, tubular form (halloysite).

poseiy orients the platy particles gives considerableenhancementof the
basalintensitiesfrom kaoiinite, and little or no enhancementof thesereflections from halloysite.
The angular breadth and symmetry of the basalreflectionsand the lattice spacing (measuredat half maximum intensity) provide additional
distinguishingcharacteristics.For halloysite,the 001 reflectionis usually
broad and tends to be asymmetric (Fig. 1D), and the lattice spacingusually lies in the range 7.2-7.3 A. Fo. kaolinite, this reflectionis sharp and
symmetrical, and the lattice spacingis in the range 7.15-7.17 A'.
Drsonprnno K.qorrxrrns
Many kaolinites exhibit a type of stacking disorderin which the layers
have random displacementsol nb/3; this was describedby Brindley and
Robinson (1946,1947).Figure 1B showga typical powder diffraction pattern, and the correspondingelectron micrograph is given in Fig' 28' The
particles are platy with hexagonal outlines and smaller in size than those
shown in Fig. 2A. Similar material from Pugu, Tanganyika, was de-

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)

Frc. 2. Electron micrographs.
Kaolinite A: Tuscaloosa tr'ormation. Georgia Kaolin Co.
'I'uscaloosa
Kaolinite J:
Formation. Georgia Kaolin Co.
Halloysite, 2012: Utah, U.S.A.
Halloysite, 2007: Utah, U S.A.
Kaolinite 124: Minas Gerais, Brazil.
Halloysite, 159: Minas Gerais, Brazil.
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scribed fully by Robertson et al. (1954). Other kaolin clays giving *-ray
diagramsof the type shown in Fig. 1B consistof platy crystals with very
irregular outlines. There does not appear to be a unique correlation between crystal shapeor crystal size,and stacking disorder with respectto
the b axis.
When the o-ray difiraction pattern of halloysitewas recognizedas arising from a disorderlystacking of layers with respectto both o and Daxes,
then it seemedreasonableto supposethat all degreesof stacking orderdisorder might exist between fully ordered kaolinite, one-dimensionally
disorderedkaolinite, and halloysite fully disorderedin two dimensions.
The recognition of the tubular morphology of halloysite by Bates et al.
(1950), confirmed by many subsequent studies, gave rise to doubts
whether a continuousrange of stacking order could exist.
With improvements in electron microscopetechniquesand with continued examination of many different clays, the idea of a continuous
range of mineral types has been resuscitated.Bates and Comer (1959:
see pp. 245-6) have written that "it is logical to have in the kaolinite
group a complete morphological seriesfrom hexagonal plates to elongate
plates to "laths with hexagonaltendencies"to curved laths to tubes to
the more amorphous curls and rounded grains of allophane."
It would be out of place here to attempt a detailed survey of electron
microscopicdata. The work of Bramao et al. (1952), which refers particularly to kaolin minerals in soils, is among the few morphological
studies which also give detailed consideration to *-ray data. In numerous
papers,Oberlin (1957)and Oberlin and colleagues(1957,1958,1959)have
describedkaolin flakes exhibiting rolled and curled forms produced under
natural conditions and also in the laboratory. Gastuche (1959) has described experimentsleading to the production of rolled flakes, and Fripiat
(1958)has made similar observationson kaolin mineralsin tropical soils.
In severalpublicationsit has been assertedthat kaolin minerals exist
having the morphology of halloysite but yielding the r-ray diffraction
characteristicsof kaolinite. De Keyser and Degueldre (1954) made this
assertionfirst for a clay from Les Eyzies,but Brindley and Comer (1956)
examinedsimilar material and showedthat the resultscould be explained
as arising from a mixture of the two minerals.Visconti et al. (1956) made
similar claims for some Brazilian kaolins, and their results have been
questionedby Urban (1958).Honjo et al. (1954)have found evidenceby
singlecrystal electrondiffraction that a higher state of order may exist in
the halloysite structure than r-ray powder difiraction data have indicated.
Itis evident that a re-evaluationof the r-rav and microscopicdata is
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needed. The problems arising when mixtures of kaolin minerals are
studied also call for careful examination.
ExpBnruBNrer ntlpruons AND MATERTALS
Electron mi,croscopetechniques.Particular care has been taken to use
techniqueswhich will avoid accidentalfractionation of a ciay, and damage to the clay particles by mechanicalprocessessuch as grinding. It is
very important to obtain micrographs which are truly representative of
the whole clay in its initial condition.
A method developedby P. and H. de SouzaSantos(1957)usesan aerosol spray. The clay sample is dispersedin water containing a little ammonia and is disaggregatedmechanicallybetween two glassslides.The
disaggregatedand dispersedclay is transferred to a nebulizer and the
aerosol droplets allowed to fall on collodion-coveredgrids.
The preshadowed carbon replica technique of Comer and Turley
(1955)has been applied as follows: The clay is spreadbetweentwo glass
slides,shadowedby platinum in a high vacuum, and then coveredwith a
carbon film which forms the replica. The clay is dissolvedin HF and the
replica transferredto collodion coveredgrids.
Micrographsreproducedin Fig. 2 wereobtained by the secondmethod
using an R.C.A. E.M.U. type D instrument with an instrumental magnification of X6900. The final magnification shown in Fig.2 is about

x 20,000.
X-ray difroction technique. A Philips high-angle *-ray difrractometer
has been used with CuKa radiation and a normal scanning speed
of I"20/min. A back-filled rotating sample holder has been employed which previous experiencehas shown reducesconsiderably the
preferentialorientation of platy particlesas compared with the degreeof
orientation obtained with front-filled sampleholders.However, sincethe
preferredorientation of platy particlesis a useful distinguishingcharacteristic, it is undesirable to take more elaborate steps as in the "wax
technique" describedby Brindley and Kurtossy (1961).Weighedsamples
of 0.5 g were used in order to obtain a consistentpacking density from
sample to sample.
Materials studied..These include a wide range of Brazilian kaolins which
will be consideredfurther in Parts II and III, a range of Georgiakaolins
kindly made available by NIr. S. C. Lyons of the Georgia Kaolin Company and describedby Murray and Lyons (1956),and a range of halloysites made available by Dr. T. F. Bates and describedby Bates and
Comer (1959). Other samples were examined which need not be mentioned individually.
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Specificallythe presentpaper dealswith the following clays:
Kaolinite A and J-Tuscaloosa Formation (Cretaceous,l
GeorgiaKaolin Co., Dry Branch, Georgia.
-Jazida' Roca Grande,rbitiguaia,
Kaolinite #24
Juiz de Fora county, Minas Gerais,
BraziL
Halloysite2007 -New park Mine, Utah, U.S.A.
Halloysite2012 -Fox deposit,Utah.
Halloysite #59 -Fazenda Avai, Sta. Helena, pequeri County, Minas Gerais, Brazil.

DrnnnecrroN

AND MoRpHoLocrcAL D,q.re r,on l,{oNo_
MINERALIC KEOrrIr CrAYS

The type A diagram (Fig. 1) is that of a well_ordered, well_formed
kaolinite with some preferred basal plane orientation. The type D pat_
tern is that of a well-formed tuburar halloysite with probably no preferred basal plane orientation.
Material described as D-axis disordered kaolinite corresponds to type
ts. As stated previously, the morphology of this type of kaolin mineral
is
variable. rt is always platy and is readily oriented on the basal plane;
the
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Thepresentwritersconsiderthatthe,.geneticrelationship,,ofBatesand
Comerisanunnecessaryqualification,andthatakaoliniteflake,whichis
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beginningto curl or roll and may (or may not) eventually attain the fully
developedhalloysite form, should be called halloysite as soon as a "significant" degreeof rolling or curling has developed.It is difficult to give
a precisedefinition of "significant" in this context, and hereinlies the uncertain boundary betweenkaolinites and halloysites.
A secondquestioncan be asked as follows: If the nameskaolinite and
halloysiterelate primarily to morphologicalvarieties,can they be identified by r-ray powder difiraction? The precedingsectionhas discussedlu;o
kinds of c-ray difiraction characteristics.
In the first place,stacking disorderof different kinds appearsto be related to morphology. Platy forms exhibit disorder with respect to the D
axis and may be called kaolinites. Forms which are disorderedwith respect to both o and b axes appear to be rolled, curled, or tubular and
therefore should be called halloysites. But is the latter relationship a
relationship?It is conceivablethat platy forms may exist with
necessary
a high degreeof disorder with respect to both a and b axes, and such
forms would give diffraction patterns of type C or type D. Their platy
morphology would require that they be called kaoiinites' although the
r-ray pattern would indicate halloysite. One cannotpresupposethat lype C
and type D *-ray patternsnecessarilyari,sefrom curtted'layers'
The second r-ray characteristicis the enhancementof basal reflections
by preferential orientation of platy forms. A morphological distinction
betweenkaolinite and halloysite may be recognizedfrom this feature of
the r-ray data. A "significant degree"of curling or rolling of layers might
be consideredas the amount required to inhibit a marked preferred
orientation of well-dispersedkaolin particles.
It is possiblethat the present discussionis excessivelycautious for it
seemsvery likely that mostkaolin clays with the high degreeof stacking
disordershown by difiraction patterns of types C and D will owe this disorder to curvature of the layers and their resultant misfi,t.Therefore the
presentwriters adopt the view that, generally,patterns of types C and D
can be taken to indicate someform of halloysite,but it will be preferable
to confirm this by morphologicalexamination.
As will now be shown, the practical problemsarising from mixtures of
minerals are of major importance in the interpretation oI r-tay diffraction patterns.
Drlrn,q.ctroN Dara ron Kaorrwrrn-HALLoYSTTEMrxrunBs
Various mixtures have been studied showing the dominating effect of
kaolinite on the r-ray difiraction patterns, and the resultsare illustrated
in Figs. 3 and 4.
Figure 3 showsdata for mixtures of a weil-crystallizedkaolinite (Sample fi24; difiraction pattern Fig. 3A; electronmicrograph Fig. 2E) and a
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well-formed halloysite (Sample 2007; difiraction pattern Figs. 3F and
1D; electron micrograph Fig. 2D). Additions of 5/6 and t0/6kaolinite to
halloysite, Figs. 3E, 3D, produce scarcely noticeable changes in the
diffraction pattern, but with 20/6 and 25/6kaolinite, Fig. 3C, the composite pattern resemblesthat of the type C material in Fig. 1C. With

Frc. 3. X-ray powder difiraction patterns of prepared mixtures of kaolinite and halloysite in the proportions indicated. Kaolinite ff24 (Minas Gerais, Brazil);Halloysite,2007,
(Utah, U.S.A.).

40/6kaolinite, Fig.3B, the kaolinite characteristicsare clearly seen,and
in the absenceof a very careful examinationthe material would be identified as a slightly disordered kaolinite, approaching nearer to type A than
to type B. In other words, 60/6 halloysite is almost completely "submerged" by a0/6 of kaolinite.
Figure 4 shows data for mixtures of the same kaolinite (Sample 124)
with a secondhalloysite(Sample#59;diffraction pattern Fig. 4F; electron
micrograph Fig. 2F). This halloysiteappearslath-like and its diffraction
pattern resemblesthe type C pattern in Fig. 1. It also containsa mica im-
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purity, and the strong mica reflectionsare labelled M in Fig. 4F. No Fig.
4A is given for the pure kaolinite since this is already given in Fig. 3A.
With a 5/6 addition of kaolinite, Fig. 4E, there is little change in the
diffraction pattern, but with a 10/6 addition of kaolinite, Fig. 4D, the
pattern beginsto resemblethat of type B in Fig. 1. With additionsof 20/6

Frc. 4. X-ray powder difiraction patterns of prepared mixtures of kaoiinite and halloysite. Kaolinite f24 (Minas Gerais, Brazil) and halloysite 159 (Minas Gerais, Brazil).

and 25/6 of kaolinite, Fig. 4C, the material would be identified as a kaolinite with somedegreeof D-axisdisorder,probably nearerto type B than
type A. Wlth 407a of kaolinite in the mixture, the material would be
recognizedas approximating to a well-ordered kaolinite, and 6O/6 of
halloysitewould be overlookedin all but the most careful r-ray examination. Even as much as 75/6 of halloysite could easily be overlookedin
this seriesof mixtures.
It is abundantly clear that kaolinite-halloysitemixtures can be misidentified very easilyfrom c-ray powder diffraction data alone. Sincethe
characteristicsof the individual components afiect the composite diagrams, one cannot say exactly how the resultant patterns dependon percentageamounts. However, it is certainly true that in the presenceof
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kaolinite as much as 60/6 or even larger proportions of halloysite can be
overlooked. If a clay is principally halloysite, probably no more than
about 10-15/6 olkaolinite could be present without a significant modification of the diffraction pattern and a resulting misinterpretationof the
n a t u r eo f t h e m a t e r i a l .
Er-Bcrnox Mrcnoscopv ol KAoLTNCr-avs
From the foregoingdiscussionsit might appear that an electronmicroscopicexamination of a kaolin clay would resolvethe ambiguitiesof the
*-ray data.Ifowever, electronmicroscopyalso has its inherent problems.
Provided techniquesare employed which give a true samplingof the material and avoid accidentalfractionation, then the microscopicdata will
resolvemany of the ambiguities.
Tests made on the mixtures used for the r-ray work have shown that
10/6 oI platy forms (1.e.kaolinite) will not be overlooked with proper
sampling techniques,but in taking a drop of a dilute suspensionthis
amount of kaolinite might easily be reduced to a proportion where it is
overlooked. A mixture containing 60/6 or more of tubular or rolled halloysite would certainly reveal the halloysitein electronmicrographs,but the
converse question now arises: Could 20-40/6 of kaolint'te be "lost" in an
electronmicroscopeexamination?This questionis of cardinalimportance
in relation to the tubular kaolins of Brazll and is discussedat length in the
following paper. Thereforeit will not be consideredhere,beyond the bald
statement that without adequatecare such an amount of kaolinite (i.e.
platy forms) might be overlooked.
CoNcr-usroNs
Essentially monomineralic kaolin minerals occur giving four recognizably different r-ray powder diagrams labelled types A, B, C and D.
Thesecorrespondto increasingamounts of layer stacking disorder.A sequenceof morphologicalforms also existsextendingfrom platy crystals,
through lathlike and curved forms, to fully rolled and tubular forms. It is
suggestedthat "kaolinite" and "halloysite" be used primarily to distinguish platy forms from curved and rolled forms, but the dividing line
is not sharp. X-ray diagrams of types A and B appear to correspondwith
kaolinite. Diagrams of types C and D are likely to correspondwith curled
may not hold
and fully rolled forms of halloysite,but this correspondence
platy
morphology enhances
in all cases.Preferential orientation due to
basal reflections,and this enhancementor lack of it is a useful pointer to
kaolinite or halloysite.Seriousproblemsare shown to arisein the identification of kaolin mineralsin mixtures of kaolinite and halloysite.As much
as 60/6 or even more of halloysite may be overlooked in an r-tay diagram
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of a halloysite-kaolinitemixture. A clay containing mainly halloysite
with I0-20/e of kaolinite could be misinterpretedvery easily from *-ray
data alone.Electron microscopycan resolvetheseambiguities,but unless
suitabletechniquesare used,it also can lead to incorrect conclusions.
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